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Randomly Yours: Adam Lambert Should Share his Snake
With Sarah Palin. | Spatula In The Wilderness

This morning presented me with a mixed bag of thoughts, a veritable
variety pack of useless, mind crowding (it doesn’t take much) notions. The
first was this week’s admission in Rolling Stone by Adam Lambert that
he’s gay. Excuse me while I steal Amy Poehler and Seth Myers SNL
feature. Really? Nobody in America saw that coming. Adam  had to
publicly come out of the (very fabulous) closet? Really? Wow. Shock and
dismay sweeps a weary nation. Oh, no wait, it doesn’t. Adam Lambert is
the Spruce Goose of homosexuality. Over the past several months the is

he/ain’t he question of Lambert’s sexuality has been like watching Howard Hughes’ wooden airliner
trying to take off. We knew in our heart’s that Adam wasn’t flying straight and as he came back to
earth the confession came out. You know what? Good for him. Say it loud and say it proud. It takes
more of a man to say what you are than to hem and haw like a Chicago politician. Lambert also
makes admissions about drug use as well and something about a trip at Burning Man leading him
to audition for American Idol. Some people have religious conversions, but I guess in his world the
equivalent of a conversion is to sing for Idol. As for the cover photo on RS, I wish that I could wear
those clothes and get away with it. If more glam means more rock-and-or-roll and less of the crap
that’s on radio now-good.

     Then there is good old Sarah Palin. Unlike over-honest Adam Lambert, Sarah Shrewd and Shrill
is spending her 300th day in the news cycle being dishonest, disingenuous and uniquely Sarah
Palin. Today’s bit was her reaction to David’s Letterman’s joke that she was in Bloomingdale’s
shopping for more “slutty flight attendant” makeup. Our would be veep has not yet grasped the
simple reality that jokes are going to be made and to show a little class. This is why the Quebec
disc-jockey’s scored so much pub last fall, because Sarah can’t take a joke. Oh no, she went to rat-
fink talk show host John Ziegler’s show and whined about how pathetic Letterman is. Ziegler later
went on M.S.N.B.C. and defended Palin, while trying to make anchor Contessa Brewer look stupid.
Ziegler drinks his Summer’s Eve from a glass with a paper umbrella on top. Letterman may be
pathetic, but at least he’s no Sarah Palin. I’ve heard terms like “magnanimous,” “gracious,” and
“classy” thrown the Alaska Governor’s way too much. If she had any class, she’d do the gracious
thing and govern Alaska without being the ever present Republican front runner/media whore. Take
a page from Adam Lambert, Sarah. Here’s a guy that seems cool with himself and the world and

doesn’t have to scrape for press or for love. Just Saying.
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